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INTRODUCTION
The bacterial endospore has been observed, recogni2;ed, and

studied for many years.

These observations have covered many

aspects of the cycle of spore existence.

The various steps in

this cycle have been outlined and defined very carefully by

several workers.

One of these classifications involved the time

sequence as follows:

vegetative cell; sporangium, containing a

refractile spore; free endospore; germination; and outgrowth.

Other workers have suggested such other phases as the forespore.
The present study was undertaken to attempt to study the

transition between the first two stages mentioned above, namely
that from the vegetative cell to the sporangium.

It was hoped

that some type of relationship between these two events other

than the strictly temporal sequence could be elucidated.

It has

been suggested several times that some event or series of events
which occur during the time of vegetative growth and multiplication of the culture is directly responsible for the initiation of

the sporulation process.

In other words it was thought by many

workers that there was some type of "triggering" reaction or
mechanism, which caused the cells of a particular culture to suspend the strict growth and multiplication of the vegetative phase
and to begin to prepare a highly resistant resting cell form, the

endospore.

It was hoped that some evidence, either pro or con,

could be found.
An apparatus, called the chemostat by its builders, Aaron

Novick and Leo Szilard, was chosen as the method of growing and

studying cells just prior to sporulation and in preparation for
that process.

It was hoped th-.t by using this method, a continu-

ous supply of reproducible cells and thus reproducible results

could be obtained.

The actual production of visible sporangia and free spores
was followed by measurement of oxygen uptake in the .varburg apparatus on several of the cultures.

It was intended to show the

progression to completion of the reactions initiated and partially
completed during the first non-visible steps of sporulation which
previously had occurred in the chenostat growth vessel.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Sporulation
Endospore formation by the aerobic members of the genus

Bacillus has been quite widely studied.

Several excellent reviews

(Cook 1932, Knaysi 194^) of this material, as well as the other

stages of the spore cycle hcive been prepared.

These reviewer's

material in combination with the more recent literature on this
general subject have been the main sources of the background upon

which the present study was based.

There have been several hypotheses as to the reactions occurring during the sporxilatlon process.

The first, of three main

hypotheses, was that the endospore is formed by the growth of a

specialized granule in the bacterial protoplasm.
de Bary 13^7; and

rtard

(Koch IS96;

1395, in Bayne- Jones and Petrilli 1933.)

A second is that the endospore was

formed by the fusion of a

number of granules, some of which may be nuclear material,
1^33 and

lgl39;

(Ernst

Babes 1^59; Schaudinn 1902; and Dobell 1908, 1909,

and 1911, in Bayne-Jones and Petrilli 1933.)

The third hypothesis

states that the endospore is formed by gradual condensation of the
cell substance, possibly due to dehydration.

(Matzuachita 1902

and von Oaranyi 192? and 1930, in Bayne-Jones and Petrilli 1933.)

These hypotheses were restated by Knaysi (194o),

It has also

been stated by Powell and Hunter (1953) that, "it is clear that

sporulation involves concentration and possible de novo synthesis
of cell material..."

This latter suggestion has been modified

and extended greatly by Foster and Perry (1954) and by Foster
(19$6),

A

system is suggested in which the vegetative cell pro-

teins are broken down with the resulting amino acids being used
in the synthesis of special heat resistant spore proteins.

These

new proteins are incorporated into the spore being formed.

All of

these hypotheses are of great importance to the study of the spor-

ulation process.

It has also been pointed out that certain elements

and compounds are concentrated in rather large amounts within the

forming spore.

(Slepecky and Foster 1959.)

It has several times been suggested that the formation of the

bacterial endospore Was "triggered" in some fashion.

(Bayne-Jones

and Petrilli 1933, Knaysi 194^, and Hardwick and Foster 1952.)
This "triggering" would be the result of some reaction or series
of reactions in the vegetative cell which caused it to suspend the
groAfth, division, and

multiplication of the vegetative state and

initiate the formation of a spore.

This reaction or "triggering"

would result in an irreversible committment to sporulation.

(Bayne-Jones and Petrilli 1933 and Foster 1956.)

After such a

reaction and the irreversible committment mentioned, the cells proceed to form the spores

v-'ith

which this paper is closely associated.

As pointed out by the above authors, the sporulation process is

completed v<ithin two hours c.fter initiation.

It is this ftict

which led to the assumption that the cells of bacillus megaterium
would produce spores in the chemostat growth vessel if environmental conditions were sufficient and a "triggering" were carried out.

The necessity of the presence of certain mineral elements in
the environment of the sporulating cell has been pointed out by

several workers,

(Chamey et

cJ^.

/.mong these

necessary elements is manganese

1951, Curran and Evans 1954, Fabian and Bryan 1933,

and Slepecky and Foster 1959).

Other metal requirements have been

pointed out by several of the above authors (Chamey et al..
Curran and Evans, and Slepecky and Foster).
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of these reports

were taken into consideration during the choice of the growth medium to be used in the experiments to be carried out.

The medium

reported by Slepecky and Foster (1959) was used.

Several reports of antisporulation factors are also extant in
the literature.

Most of these reports are concerned with lipoidal

or lipid like materials.

Foster et al.

being present in complex organic media.

(1950) reported such factors

They also state th t such

compounds may be removed by adsorption of the medium with Norite A,
In a later paper, Hardwick et al.

(1951) reported removal of appar-

ently lipoidal or lipoprotein compounds by the continuous extraction

with ethyl acetate, ethyl alcohol, or pyridine.

These workers also

report that nonvolatile fatty acids showed greater inhibition than
did volatile lipoidal fractions.

By the addition of known fatty

acids to their medium, they found that the greatest effect was pro-

duced with the use of Ciqi Ci2» Ci3i and C^^ acids.

The statement

is made that in casein hydrolysate peptone medium, lauric and

myristic acids make up 15,8)4 of the antisporulation factors and
are probably responsible for the antisporulation activity observed.

Foster and Wynne (194^) sho'.ed the presence of some non-lipoidal

inhibitors of sporulation.

They further showed the inhibitory

powers of unsaturated C^g fatty acids.

The removal of these com-

pounds by soluble starch was also discussed.

The above stated

facts made it essential that such compounds be rigidly excluded

from the medium in use in the study.

This fact made it doubly

essential that a synthetic mediiun be employed for the

growth of

the cells of Bacillus megaterium .

Another environmental factor which has been widely and com-

pletely studied is that of oxygen requirements.
been most forcefxilly stated by Knaysi (1945),

The situation has
He stated, "On the

other hand, the necessity of oxygen for the quick and efficient

formation of large numbers of endospores is one cf the incontrovertible facts of bacteriology."

Brunstetter and Magoon (1932)

stated that, "...biochemical transformations in the cell leading
to spore formation require oxygen."

Foster and Heiligman (1949)

reported the use of a continuous shaking machine for the uniform
and homogeneous physiological conditions in their cultures.

This

use of some shaking device is widely accepted as a good means of

6

providing oxygen to a highly aerobic culture.

Although short per-

iods of anaerobic culturing do not irreversibly destroy the sporo-

genic properties of the cells, as reported by Hardwick and Foster
(1952), a constant aerobic environment is strongly to be desired.

Curran and Evans (1954) reported that shaking incre^ised the niaaber
of spores in their experiments,

Foster (1956) stated that mechan-

ical shaking for homogeneity was almost universal ut that time
and that much limitation of aeration may occur without this pre-

caution.

Similar results are obtained by the use of the expedient

of bubbling air through the grov/th medium at a rather rapid rate.
Since the shaking of the chemostat apparatus was not feasible, it

was decided to make use of a constant stre^im of air for the purpose of providing the necessary aerobic conditions for the growth
and sporiilatlon of the cells.

This expedient also provided rapid

and adequate mixinc of the growing culture and maintained the pop-

ulation suspended throughout the medium.
Chemostat
The original description of the chemostat apparatus v^s made
by its originators, Aaron Novick and Leo Szilard (1951).

In this

article, the authors presented a description and diagram of the

apparatus.

Also included in the paper were certain mathematical

considerations of the operation of the apparatus and theory of
growth obtained by its use.

They stated that the apparatus was

"a device for keeping a bacterial population growing at a reduced

rate over an indefinite period of time."

The apparatus has been used primarily for the study of bacterial mutations.

The first report of such a use of this particular

apparatus was made by Ncvick and Szilard in 1950.

In this series

of experiments, the authors studied the mutation of the constantly

growing cells to a faster growth rate or to a shorter generation
time,

/s they state, the presence of a faster growing:; mutant

causes the displacement of the parent culture and the eventxiul

total supremacy of the mutant populeition.

This materi;^l is also

treated mathematically in an interesting and particularly applicable manner,

Kubitschek (1954) introduced certain variations in the basic
His modificcitions were mainly concerned

design of the chemostat.

with the reservoir of nutrient medium and the means of delivering
the growth medium into the growth vessel.

The initiation of the

use of a capillary tubing for the regulation of the flow of nutrients and the maintenance of the steady state were also discussed,
MiiTERI^LS aNU methods

Experimental Organism and Cultural Conditions
Endospores are, with a few exceptions, formed by the members
of two genera of bacteria

,

the Bacillus and the Clostridium ,

The

former genus, Bacillus , being aerobic lent itself to the methods
of study to be used much more re -dily than did the anaerobic mem-

bers of the genus Clostridium ,

It was decided that Bacillus

meKaterium should be the primary organism because of its large
size, ease of growth, and the great amount of material extant in

g

the literature concerning this organism.

Maintenance cultures were carried on nutrient agar slants,
which could be safely held for at least six months in screw capped
test tubes.

Inoculation of the chemostat growth chambers was made

directly from one of these agar slants using a fairly large inocu-

lating loop of organisms.

The loop was used to inoculate a fresh

slant after removal from the chemostat gra^th vessel.
It was thought desirable to use a completely synthetic grov/th

edlum

in order that as many variables as possible could be elimi-

nated or controlled.

Trie

use of such a synthetic medium of known

composition also allowed the Vciriation of one or more of the components to any desired concentration.

Thus the effect of the

overall composition or of the concentr:^tion of each of the com-

ponents could be determined.

It was thought that it might be pos-

sible to determine the effect of cert..in constituents such as

manganese; the carbon source, sucrose; or the nitrogen source,

NHjj^,

on the "triggering" or progress of the sporulation reaction of the
cells.
A

study of the literature revealed several possible choices

of previously reported media.

After further study, it

to use the medium of Slepecky and Foster (1959),

designated as "synthetic sucrose" in this paper has
as follows:

Sucrose
(NH4)2HP04
KH2PO/,

MgS04
MaCl
CaCl2

1.0
1.0
5.0
0.2
1.0
5*0

gm.
gm.
gm.
gm.
gm.
mgm.

i.as

decided

This medium,
a

composition

MnSOA
ZnS04
FeSO^
Distilled Aater

7.0
10.0
10.0
1.0

mgm,
mgm.
mgm.
1.

The medium was prepared as three separate solutions which were

added together to prepare the complete medium.

The first of these

solutions was a stock mineral salts solution made up by adding ten
times the final concentration of the salts to one liter of distilled water, allowing each to dissolve before adding the next in

order to prevent, as far as possible, the formation of a colloidal

precipitate of the ingredients.
two phosphate compounds.

The second solution contained the

The compounds were dissolved in 100

milliliters of distilled water, adjusted to a pH of 6.9 and then
enough distilled water was added to make the final total volume of
the solution 200 milliliters.

The third solution contains the

sucrose, magnesium sulfate, and sodium chloride dissolved in 600

milliliters of distilled water.

In preparing the final medium,

one combined 1.0 milliliter of the mineral salts stock solution,
60 milliliters of the sucrose containing solution, 19 milliliters

of distilled water and after mixing them, autoclaved in the growth

container.

The phosphate buffer, 20 milliliters, was autoclc^ved

separately in another container and added to the above growth

vessel after cooling.

This separate sterilization was necessitated

by the fact that the mineral salts would precipitate out of solu-

tion as a phosphate compound if the buffer were present during
autoclaving.

In working with the chemostat, four liters of medium

were prepared at one time and placed into the reservoir bottle.
All experiments were carried out at 300C, plus or minus 2^0
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Petroff-Hausser Counting Chamber
The enumeration of the bactericil suspensions was necessary
in oilier to show the presence and maintenance of the steady state
in the chemostat growth vessels,

.imong the

many available methods

of enumeration, direct counts and spectrophotoraetric determin-ition
of turbidity were considered the most feasible.

Turbidity measure-

ment was decided against because it would hdVe required the con-

struction of a special carrier and holder for the positioning of
the growth vessel in the instrument.

It was also felt that the

length of time necessary to collect a one to two milliliter sample
from the overflow tube of the growth vessel would not be reproducible enough nor controllable enough to warrant its use.

From the several direct counting methods in use, the counting

chamber method was chosen.

This method is generally considered to

be the most accurate as well as one of the quickest.

Wilson and

Kullmann (1931) have reported that, "The direct count .ith the

Petroff-Hausser or similar bacterial counting chambers proved to
be the most accurate of all the methods investigated and its use

whenever possible is advised,"

Smith (1925) also suggested the

use of the counting chamber in bacterial enumeration and reported
on their use at the Army Medical School,

In regard to the accuracy of the results obtained with the

counting chancer, Wilson and Kullmann (1931) reported that,
"Direct counts of Rhizobia by means of a Petroff-Hausser counting

chamber can be made under laboratory conditions in such a manner
that the variance is that due to chance alone,"

These workers

further stated, however, that ",,,the accuracy of the count will
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be dependent solely on the total number of organisms counted."

For this reason a policy of counting the total 400 square ruled
field of the chamber or of at least 200 cells in scattered areas
of the ruled field was followed.

These procedures were occasion-

ally hindered by the formation of long rather tightly wound or

folded chains during the continued growth of the cultures.

This

chain formation will be further discussed later in this paper.

The actual calculation of total number of cells from the num-

ber of cells counted was carried out according to the formula
which follows:

——

Total bacteria counted X 20,000,000
Bacteria per milliliter s

Number of small squares counted

The log of the number of bacterial cells per milliliter of the

growth medium was then plotted against time in hours to obtain a
curve indicating the growth of the cultiire.

From the graphs, it

was apparent that the steady state had been established and maintained.

This fact could be easily seen from the horizontal nature

and constant height of the curve.

Thus the number of bacteria was

constant over an extended period of time, within acceptable limits
of error for sampling the growing culture and determination of

numbers in the counting chamber.
Phase Contrast Microscope
All enumerations of bacterial suspensions 'Aere carried out by

direct microscopic counts, as outlined above.

These counts, as

well as cultural examinations, were carried out using an American
Optical Company Phase Contrast Microscope model 6TG-P4.

The ease
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of discrimination between spores, sporangia and vegetative cells
was greatly increased by use of this apparatus .

It has been shown

that the highly refractile spore can be easily and quickly identi-

fied on the basis of its refractility alone, without recourse to

other such time consuming processes as heat shocking and plating,
or differential staining.

In this paper, as in most other liter-

ature on this subject, a sporangium refers to a vegetative cell
in which is contained the refractile spore about to be released

and a spore is designated as a round to oval vex^ highly refractile
body.

The spores produced at various stages in this study were

always found to be typical of those of Bacillus megaterium .

An

electron micrograph of spores from one of these cultures is presented in Plate I,

Special note should be made of the similarity

of this micrograph to that of Mayall presented in Gunsalus and
Stanier (I960) page 226.

It v.ill also be noted that this is the

same typical form as the sections made by Mayall and Robinow, shown
on page 213 and the replica preparations made by Fitz- James, pre-

sented on page 224 of Gunsalus and Stanier,

The vegetative cell of

Bacillus megaterium is rod shaped, 1,2 to 1.5 by 2,0 to 4,0 microns,

having rounded ends, and occurring individually or in short chains,
A

sporangium of this organism refers to the still intact vegetative

cell, containing a fully formed, already refractile spore.

These

latter forms must be differentiated from vegetative cells which
contain a generalized area which will become the completed spore,
the forespore, but which have not yet become refractile.

For pur-

poses of simplicity, the vegetative cells containing forespores

have been lumped together with the vegetative cells proper.

15

Warburg Apparatus

Oxygen uptake was measured manometrically using conunon procedures outlined in Manometric Techniques {Unbreit et al., 1957.).

used
The water bath was maintained at 3OOC., the same temperature
for the growth of the cells in the incubated growth vessel.

center wells of the ;.arburg flasks contained

105»&

The

KOH to absorb the

carcarbon dioxide in the air above the cell suspension and any

bon dioxide formed by the respiring cells.

The shaking rate of

minute
the manometers was maintained at 120 oscillations per
throughout the experiment with the exception of the time during
which readings or resettings of the level of the manometer fluid
were taking place.

The total cumxaative oxygen taken up by the

cells was plotted against the elapsed time in hours,

Chemostat
Several types of apparatus for the continuous culturing of

bacterial as well as other types of cells have been in existence

for many years.

Although they are represented by many varied

names, these types of apparatus fall into two main categories,

interthose which are externally controlled and those which are

nally controlled.

Internal control refers to the case in which

conditions
the size of the population is determined by internal
and
such as turbidity, which activates the controlling systems

maintains a constant population size.

External control on the

other hand, depends on there being a constant rate of addition of
nutrient materials with one of the nutrilites in a limiting amount.

16

In this case the size of the population is determined exclusively

by the concentration of a single nutrient substance as it is added

from a reservoir supply.
The chemostat, devised, built, and first discussed in the

literature by Novick and Szilard (1951) was based on an external
control system,

(See Plates II and III for a diagram and photo-

graph of the chemostat.)

In their article (1950), the same authors

discuss the use of the chemostat with a limiting amount of tryptophan in a synthetic medium on which a tryptophan requiring mutant
of Escherichia coli was being grovm.

This and several other simi-

lar systems, involving the growth of metabolic mutants requiring
some nutrilite, have been fairly

v^ridely

reported.

There have also

been some cases of limiting the supply of carbon or nitrogen
sources, mostly in internally controlled systems.

In the project

to be reported on here, it was decided to use a limitation of car-

bon source as the externally controlling factor.

Using the synthe-

tic sucrose medium outlined above, this limitation amounted to the

variation of the concentration of sucrose from the basic 0.1^

normally present, while keeping the

flov/

rate into the apparatus

constant.

Kubitschek,

(1954), reported a modification of the basic

chemostat apparatus of Novick and Szilard.

(See Plates IV and V

for a dia^',ram and photograph of the modified chemostat.)

This

modification involved a slightly differing mode of trcinsfer of

medium from the reservoir to the growth vessel.

The addition of

a mariotte bottle as the reservoir and the use of a capillary

tube above the dripping tube, allowed a great simplification of
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the apparatus, both in gl<xssware and in the hardware of regula-

ting systems.
it was

Although both types of chemostat were available,

decided that the Kubitschek modification should be used

exclusively in this study.

This decision was based on the greater

mobility and greater adaptability of the Kubitschek model.

All

further references made in this paper to the chemostat should be
assumed to be the Kubitschek modification of the apparatus of
Novick and vSzilard.
It was necessary to have a vigorous mixing taking place in

the growth vessel in order to keep the majority of the bacterial

Since the genus Bacillus is highly

cells and chains suspended.

aerobic, it was also necessary to provide some means of supplying

large amounts of oxygen to the cells, to insure their growth at

optimum conditions and rates.

It was hoped that the oxygen sup-

ply could be kept high enough that it would not itself become a

limiting factor in growth.

In this way, the sucrose, controlled

within known concentrations, would be the only limiting factor in
the growth of the cell suspension.

It was essential to this type

of experiment that all growth limiting factors were known, kept

constant, or controlled as the case required.

The above mentioned

mixing and aeration were carried out by the bubbling of a constant
stream of air through the growing culture from bottom to top as
shown in the diagram (Plate IV),
an aquarium pump.

This air stream was supplied by

Also attached to the pximp was a hose to the top

of the mariotte bottle which kept a constant column of air in the

central tube and a small release of air bubbles.

This latter

Z6

attachment was required in the process of mciintaining a constant
head of pressure and, thereby, a constant rate of flowing of the

nutrient medium into the growth vessel.

Several excellent reviews of the growth of bacteria in steady
state culture have been prepared (Novick 1955 and James 1961),
The former of these tv;o has a good description of the various

types of apparatus used in these studies,

Novick also spends a

portion of his time describing the mathematical considerations
involved in evaluating studies making use of the chemostat, which
he helped to develop.

Several of the equations v^hich he presents

are particularly applicable to the study under consider-^tion.

Among these equations are that which relates to the growth law in
a continuously diluted system.

dM

— sdCN

w

dt

V

It is:

w

:Js(c<««)N
V

where N s the number of bacteria per milliliter, t s the time,
alpha s the mean division rate, w s the rate of flow of the liquid

from the reservoir into the growth vessel and the simultaneous flow
of culture from the growth vessel through the overflow siphon, and
V = the volume of the growth vessel in milliliters.

In this equa-

tion, the factor of ^, if larger than alpha will result in the

removal of more cells from the growth vessel than are replaced by
division, and if smaller in magnitude than alpha will allow the
cells to multiply more rapidly than they are washed from the growth

vessel.

In either case, the culture will reach a situation at

which the cells are multiplying and being replaced at exactly the
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same rate at which they are being washed out of the grov^th vessel.

At this point, the bacteriu.1 population will be in a

steady equilibrium state which will be maintained as long as

the environmental conditions are maintained constant.

A second

pertinent equcxtion is:
dN
Z

^

(

c

)

N -

w
V

dt

This equation represents the situation in which the growth rate,
alpha is a function of the concentrution, c, of some limiting
nutrient.

This case is the one which is most applicable to the

conditions of the experiments to be discussed in this paper.

In

all the experiments to be discussed, the carbon source, sucrose,

was maintained in a limiting concentration.

It is this equation,

therefore, which describes the law of growth for the chemostat
cultures,

RESULTS
The ideal situation in chemostat cultures is that in which
the growing culture is maintained in a steady state.

Under these

conditions there is a constant composition of the contents of the

growth vessel.

This constant composition refers not only to the

number of cells, but also to the concentration of nutrilites,

which are of course being constantly removed by overflow as well
as added from the reservoir, and to waste products of metabolism

which are added by the growing cells and removed at the overflow.
There is a constant voliime of growing culture of a constant

2d

composition.
The constancy is most easily shown by the uniform number of

One can represent this

organisms present in the growth vessel.

uniformity by the use of graphs such as that presented as Plate
VI.

In this case, the number of cells per milliliter obtained

by calculations based on the direct microscopic count with the

Petroff-Hausser Counting Chamber, was plotted against the time
in hours after the initiation of the flowing of the growth med-

ium from the reservoir into the growth vessel.

In this as in

all fiurther cases, the cells were inoculated into the growth

vessel and allowed to grow up to a medium turbidity as deter-

mined visually, before the flow of fresh medium into the growth
vessel was begun.

A

study of this graph revealed that the nxim-

ber of cells was effectually invariant over a period of five
days, before a contaminant which grew faster than the Bac 13.1 vis
nrfPgat.priiun

took over the major proportion of the numbers in the

culture and the run was ended.

The numbers of cells, v;ith only

a few exceptions were between two and four times 107.

This

constancy is of course impossible to maintain in any other means

of culturing such as batch culturing.

The higher numbers vAiich

will be noted at the initial end of the graph were due to the
fact that the turbidity was allowed to become greater than the

steady state level before the flow of medium was begun.
If enumeration of a batch cultxire, as for example from a

shake flask of the same medium and organism, had been begun at

the same turbidity, it would have been found to be at about the
end of the log phase of the growth curve.

In this hypothetical
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case, the cells would have begun to show forespores and to have

been converted into sporangia within about five hours (Slepecky
and Taylor, unpublished results).

The further sampling of such

a shake culture would have revealed that about
tative cells woiild have

90^«

of the vege-

been replaced by free, mat\ire spores

within approximately fifteen hours after the beginning of sampling (Slepecky and Taylor),

By the use of the chemostat, the

culture of cells was made to continue growing steadily in the

logarithmic phase for 115 hours.

Throughout the 115 hours

during which the above culture was being observed, there were
no free spores, sporangia, nor even forespores observed in any
of the samples removed from the growth vessel.

This fact points

up another important observation made in growing Bacillus mega-

terium in chemostat culture, namely non-sporulation in the
constantly grov/ing cultures.

This is a case showing growth for

100 hours beyond the point at which one would normally have ex-

pected to find free spores present in batch cultures, without

the appearance of the said spores.

Thus the chemostat allows

the cultivation of this aerobic spore-forming organism on the

particular mediiim in use without the formation of spores as long
as grov^rth conditions are correct and contamination can be pre-

vented.

Although there are several variations of small magnitude In
the curve in question, these can be ascribed quite readily to

sampling errors, inherent errors in the enumeration procedxire,
or to the possibilities of variation in flo/* rates or temperatxires.

This graph falls well within what might be expected and accepted
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as steady state growth or culturing,
A second phenomenon,

shown by Plate 711.

peculiar to the apparatus in use, is

In this case, the flow of medium was begun

with a fairly low turbidity and allowed to increase until it
should reach a steady state or equilibrium xevel.

The

i*un

was

begun with a three centimeter lenth of capillary inserted into
the tube connecting the reservoir to the growth vessel*

This

length of capillary allowed quite a rapid flow of the medium
and therefore a higher concentration of limiting nutrilite,
sucrose, thereby allowing the culture to proceed farther along

the growth curve and to reach a higher equilibrium point.

In

this case the similarity of the initial portion of the curve to
a normal growth ciu*ve should be noticed.

This similarity is

based on the fact that it shows a normal logarithmic increase
in numbers and a leveling off toward a stationary phase of

growth.

At the 37 hour sampling, forespores and sporangia were

observed in several of the cells counted.

The formation of the

initial sporangia at this point during the growth phase is in

very good agreement with the statements of Henrici (192S) in
regard to the sporulation process.

He states that spores are

formed ",,,at the point of inflection between the log and sta-

tionary phases of the growth curve,"
Since it was desired to maintain the culture in a prespor-

ulation phase, the length of the capillary was increased from
three to six centimeters.

This change caused a slowing of the

rate of entry of fresh medium into the growth vessel.

The con-

sequent reduction in concentration of sucrose per unit volume
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available to the cells in the population, caused a reduction of
the numbers of cells and effectually a retreat dov:nward to a

lower point of equilibrium on the normal grov/th curve.

The

lowered washout rate, which would have tended to increase the
numbers of cells, was overcome by a much more greatly lowered
growth rate or doubling time.

In this graph is depicted the

possibilities of adjusting a bacterial population to a desired
point in the growth curve and maintaining it there for an elongated period of time.

Also shown is the ability of the experi-

menter to vary the position of this equilibrium at will and thus
to simulate any portion of the growth cycle of the cells, with

the possible exception of lag and decline phases, which would

not lend themselves to this type of apparatus.
The fact that one can keep a culture of organisms growing
in steady state has been used by several previous workers.

These workers

hc;ve

used such steady state cultures as sources

for batches of cells to be used in other experiments.

The dif-

ferent samples of cells t^xken from a chemostat can be assumed
to be identical.

This assumption was based on the fact of

steady state with its previously mentioned constancy of com-

position.
The graph under discussion, in its middle phases, supports

the previous graph in depicting a steady number of cells per unit
of time elapsed.

Here again the almost even and essentially

horizontal nature of the middle portion of the curve shows the
extent and nature of the equilibrium maintained.

The wider fluctuations in the later portions of the graph
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are easily explained.

A power failure caused the cessation of

both the source of aeration and mixing in the growth vessel and
the heating apparatus of the incubator housing the v;hole chemo-

The loss of aeration and the decrease in temperature of

stat.

course caused a reduction in the rate of growth of the culture.

Since the rate of flow of mediiim into the growth vessel and the

rate of overflow and washout of the culture remained constant
throughout, the total number of cells was decreased.

The cells

were washed out of the growth vessel faster than they were re-

placed by division, until a new equilibrium level was estab'*
lished.
It is interesting to note that, after the first of these

fluctuations, the culture recovered and returned to its original

equilibrium level.

The return of aeration and the increase in

temperature caused an increased growth rate expressed as a
shorter generation or doubling time.

This increase in the rate

of division of the cells of the population while the inflow and

washout rate remained constant led to an increase in numbers in
the population until equilibrium was once again reached.

Since

the flow rates, temperature, and aeration were equivalent to

those before the power failure, it was not surprising to find
that the equilibrium point established was equal to that of the

previous portion of the curve.

This fact again bore out the

steady state features of the apparatus.

Still another means of

regulating the level of equilibrium of the popul-^tion is represented by the data graphed in Plate VIII.

Once again the graph

is one presenting the numbers of bacteria per milliliter of
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culture medium against the hours of growth since the beginning
of medium flow.

The chemostat growth vessel and dripping appar-

atus were connected to two separate reservoir bottles by a Y
tube.

A

six centimeter length of capillary tubing was inserted

into the system above the dripping apparatus and the experiment

was begun.

The initial inoculation was made into normally pre-

pared synthetic sucrose medium as outlined above.

The population

in the growth vessel was established at an equilibrium level of

about one to two times 10^ cells per milliliter and maintained

on 0.1% sucrose at that level for 32 hours.

Once again the con-

stancy of numbers was clearly shown by the horizontal nature of
the graph.
At this time, the connecting tubing from the reservoir in

use was clamped off and the medium from the other reservoir was

allowed to begin entering the growth vessel.

The medium in this

second reservoir bottle contained synthetic medium made up con-

taining only half the normal amount of sucrose, that is 0,05^.
The curve clearly showed the profound influence of this decrease
in available carbon.

Once again the cells were being washed out

of the grovrth vessel faster thcin their numbers were replaced by
division.

The numbers, therefore, decreased until a new equili-

brium was instituted.

A

fairly stable population level was main-

tained for 40 hours.
The source of fresh nutrients was again switched from the

after
0.05J6 sucrose containing reservoir to the 0.1,^ reservoir
105 total hours of growth in the chemostat.

As was to be ex-

pected, the increase in available sucrose, being added at the
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same rate as previously, caused an increase in numbers.

The

shape of the curve during this increase was again that of a

logarithmic increase.
Although it was necessary to discontinue this experiment
because of the entry of contamination, it is firmly believed that
the culture would have been established at

<xn

equilibrium level

equal to that at which it had been growing on the original O.lji

This increase to the old equilibrium level would be

sucrose.

exactly analogous to the initial establishment of equilibrium
in the preceding graph, Plate VIII, or in any one of the chemostat

experiments.
The first three graphs have shown the establishment and

maintenance of a steady state culture and its manipulation.

The

setting of equilibrium levels by the two expedients of changing
the length of capillary tubing regulating the flow rate of med-

ium and the changing of the concentration of the limiting nutri-

lite in the inflowing medium have been outlined in detail,
A

third method of regulation of equilibrium levels is avail,

able to the experimenter making use of the Kubitschek (1954)

modification of the chemostat.

This method of regulation is

based upon the vertical distance between the reservoir bottle
and the level of the capillary in the tubing connecting it to

the growth vessel.

The physical principle involved is that of

the head of pressure caused by the force of gravity on the liquid
in the reservoir.

By increasing the height of the pressure head,

that is increasing the distance between the bottom of the reser-

voir and the bottom of the capillary tube, one can increase the

a
rate of flow of the medium into the j^rowth vessel,

i^s

with the

other methods of regulation, an increase in medium inflow causes
an increase in growth rates of tne population and a consequent

rising of numbers and a higher level of equilibrium,
The

Plate IX depicts a portion of a longer full experiment.

numbers had begun to decline as indicated in the first eight hours
of the graph.

In order to reverse this trend, and to bring the

equilibrium back up to a convenient level for counting and accuracy of sampling, the growth vessel was raised about five inches

while the level of the reservoir bottle was held constant.

This

movement effectively lessened the hydrostatic pressure of the

system due to gravity and slowed the inflow of nutrient medium
into the growth vessel from about 10 milliliters per hour to
about eight milliliters per hour.

The subsequent lowering of

the overflow rate and the smaller numbers of cells being washed
from the growth vessel while

grov-.th

rate was maintained almost

constant resiilted in an increase in numbers.

After a slight

overshooting of the final level, the population was stabilized
at an equilibrium level of about three times 10? cells per milli-

liter.

Thus is shown the effect of changing the length of the

pressure head in controlling the numbers of bacteria.
This method of control is closely related to the first

method mentioned, namely the variation in the length of the

capillary inserted into the meditun delivery tube.

In both of

these cases, the method of control is based on the regulation
of the rate of inflow of the fresh nutrient medium while other

conditions remain essentially constant.
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When either the hydrostatic pressure or the length of capil-

lary was changed, the result was a change in the flow rate of the
incoming medium, as stated above.

This change in flow rate had

two separate and distinct effects on the culture in the growth
vessel.

The change in flow rate caused a variation in the con-

centration of the limiting nutrilite present in the growth
vessel at any one time.

The change in rate also caused an in-

crease in the rate of outflow through the siphon or leveling

device shown on the diagram of the apparatus,

(See Plate IV.)

If the flow rate increased, the effect of higher concentrations
of sucrose was to increase the number of organisms in the growth

vessel.

Such an increase, however, also caused an increase in

the number of cells washed from the growth vessel through the

siphon overflow, thus tending to decrease the total number of
cells in the growth vessel.

These two effects and their results

are in direct conflict and the final result is determined by a

summation of the two separate effects.

The effect of outflow of

the cells generally had the greatest effect and is the most re-

liable indicator of what will occur as a result of a particular
change in the controlling mechanisms.
The c\irve depicted in Plate X shows an experiment using a

chemostat charged with

Oi2Jl&

sucrose, that is, synthetic sucrose

medium containing double the normal amount of sucrose.

The tur-

bidity was allowed to become quite high before the flow of

nutrients was begun.

After initiation of addition of nutrients

from the reservoir, the turbidity and cell numbers dropped quite
rapidly to an equilibrium level of about three times 107.
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should be pointed out

thi^t

this level is about the same as the

level normally maintained on 0.1^ sucrose in the previously

presented graphs.

This level of growth was maintained for

about 30 hours,
A second reservoir containing 0.1/e synthetic sucrose raed-

ium was attached to the above chemostat by means of a Y tube.
The composition of the inflovjing medium

v/as

changed from 0,2^

to 0,15^ sucrose after the sampling at 48 hours.

It will be

immediately recognized that the popiilation maintained essentially the same equilibrium level, three times 107, after the
change as it had before the change.

This maintenance of the

same equilibrium for an additional 30 ho\irs is of particular
interest.
The explanation of this result seems to involve the concen-

tration of the sucrose in the medium.

It appears that above a

certain level, apparently between 0.1 and 0,2%, the concentration of sucrose was no longer a limiting factor in the growth of
the population in the growth vessel.

If the concentration of

sucrose was above its limiting value for the rate of flow being
maintained, that is, if the concentration of sucrose was such

that it was not entirely used by the cells durin<; their growth
as quickly as more was added by the inflow of fresh medium, the

number of cells and their growth rate was determined exclusively
by the rate of inflow of medium.

There was also a simultaneous

overflow of spent culture fluid containing part of the bacterial
population.

In this case in particular, the sucrose concentra-

tion was not limiting and the rate of overflow was maintained

4t

constant, thereby allowing the numbers to be determined by the

overflow rate exclusively.

As mentioned, this rate was held

constant and thus the numbers were also held constant.
This experiment points up the fact that one must be aware
of the conditions of his experiment and be able to control them.
It was necessary to vary the limiting concentration alone

maintaining the

flo^^

rate constant.

.

hile

Because of the results de-

scribed for this experiment it was decided thc.t 0,2?e sucrose
could not be used in further experiments.

This left a range of

variation in concentration of sucrose from 0,1^ downward to be
explored.
In pursuance of the study of varying concentration of the

sucrose in the medium, concentrations of 0,05;^
tried.

-^nd

0,025^ were

Reference to Plate VIII will show that the use of O.OJjJ

sucrose concentration was within the limiting range ^nd that it

allowed good growth of the organisms under the conditions used
in these experiments.

In all cases in which 0,025/» sucrose was

used, however, the cells did not ^row in a satisfactory manner.
It was assumed that this concentration v;ould be appropriate for
a limiting parameter if the cells would crow v;ell.

The fact

that the cells in the growth vessel never reached a turbidity

acceptable to counting within limits of accuracy by the use of
the Petroff-Hausser Counting Chamber, was rather surprising.
The cells of Bacillus megaterium when inoculated into the growth

vessel containing 0.025)^ synthetic sucrose with adequate aeration and no inflow of fresh medium nor washout of any of the
culture, viould begin to grow giving a slight visible turbidity.
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In no case, however, did the turbidity reach a level which

would warrant the beginning of inflow of medium.

The numbers

were so low that the flow when started only served to wash the
already present cells from the growth vessel leaving no cells
at all.

Therefore the concentration was found to be best be-

tween 0.05^ and

O.l^fe

for the pur-po^es of the study underv/ay.

Since sporulation and a "triggering" thereof were involved
in the stxidy being reported, it was necessary to show that the

organism in use, Bacillus meF.c.terium

would indeed form spores

.

under the conditions in use in the chemostat.
approached in the following manner,

having

0.1?-^

A

This problem was

chemostat was set up

synthetic sucrose in the reservoir bottle.

growth vessel

w^^s

to a visible turbidity.

then initiated.

The

inoculated and the cells allowed to grow up
The flow of fresh nutrient medium was

The population was allowed to establish a

steady state of growth,

periment in question.

Plate XI shows the results of the exThe stesdy level of about two times 10?

cells per milliliter of culture medium was maintained for 26

hours to establish the fact that the culture was indeed in the
steady state, that the cells were growing logrithmically, and
that no sporangia of the cells were present in the cells at
that point,

A'ith

these initial conditions established, it was

possible to initiate the desired variations in conditions.

The

inflow of fresh medium was precluded by the clamping off of the
tube connecting the reservoir bottle and the growth vessel.

This

procedure also stopped the washout of cells through the overflow
siphon.

Thus the cells present in the growth vessel were left
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to continue grov.th as a batch cvLltur-e vinder the same conditions

of aeration, temper feature, and enclosixig environment as pertained
in the other experiments.

The only difference in conditions

was the lack of replacement of nutrients and the washout of

waste products with a part of the culture.

Sampling and enumer-

ation were continued at regular intervals using the same procedures >Aiich were used to obtain the information for the steady
state portions of the previous experiments.
The graph reveals that the numbers increased approximately

logarithmically, leveling, off at c level of about two times 10^
cells per milliliter.

From this point, the numbers rose gradu-

ally until the 43th hour, at .vhich point dark forespores *.ere

first observed.

Thus it was shown that the cells would pro-

ceed to the first stages of the production of spores in the

chemostat environment in a manner analogous to

thv^t

of & batch

culture.

Another experiment concerned with this same problem was

undertaken subsequently.

The results, presented in Plate 111,

ere similar to those shov;n in the previous plate.

again increased logarithmically from an initial

then levelled off*

lovv

The numbers

level and

The levelling occurred at about one and one

half times 10® in this case.

The vegetative cells began show-

ing the characteristic arei s known as forespores after 58 to 59

hours.

The forespores are recognized in the phase contrast

microscope as dark areas in the cells which are in a central to
para-central location.
refract ile spores.

These dark areas later become the
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In this experiment it was possible to follow the fiirther

events of the progress of the culture from forespores to free
spores.

At the 62 hour sample it was observed thut some of the

vegetative cells cont^^ined the first refr^ctile areas.

These

areas, not yet nature spores, only shov/ed a fraction of the

total refractility which they would eventually attain.

In the

to take
63 and 64 houi' samples, all of the forespores had begun

on varying degrees of refractility.

The final sample shown on

this graph, which was taken after 73 hours of culturing, showed
that a greet proportion of the cells were in the stage which is

designated as the sporangium.

There were also some free spores

observed as having been released from the vegetative cells.
This experiment confirmed the results of the previous one and

extended them to include observation of the presence of spor-

angia and even free spores.
Quite wide variations will be noted in the liter phases of

this curve.

Kost of these variations were cxpparently caused by

the beginning of the formation of bubbles at the surface of the

growth medium in the growth vessel.

This problem of foaming is

quite acute in this type of apparatus, and is definitely to be

avoided if at all possible.

The formation of bubbles causes a

concentration of the bacterial cells and waste products, especially these of high molecular weights, at the surfi.ce of the
bubbles.

The cells being thus concentrated are removed from the

cxilture and not detected in the sampling and enumeration.

Chances for contamination are also increased when excessive

foaming occurs.

The foam level may rise to a level in contact
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with non-sterile parts such as the cotton in the pressure equi-

lizing vent or through some of the ground glass joints which
serve to connect the various sections of the apparatus together.

Although the contamination problem is more severe in stationary
or shaking batch cultures, there is still a definite hazard

attached to foaming in the chemostat.

The surface of the bubbles

also provides a very good surface for the denaturation of pro-

teins and could lead to an impairment of the viability of the
cells, as by causing damage to the protein portions of the

cytoplasmic membrane.

The possibility of forming was one of

the criteria taken into account in the choice of the medium to

be used.

Synthetic sucrose, being of simple formula and having

no added protein supplements nor any high molecular weight com-

pounds in its makeup, had little predisposition to foaming.
The medium was tested and fo\ind to be almost free from foam even

when a good growth of bacteria was present.

This one experiment

is the only case of excess foaming observed throughout the dura-

tion of the study.

The probable cause of the foaming was thou^t

to be the release of high molecular weight substances, mostly

protein in nature into the medium, either from the cells in the
process of forming spores, or from the remains of the vegetative cells which had already been lysed in the process of re-

leasing their mature spores into the environment.

This increase

in high molecular weight compounds could easily account for the

foaming observed.
Another possible explanation of the fluctuations in the
curve is that the incoming stream of air, which serves the
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purpose of mixing the culture in order to keep the individual
becells and chains of cells in suspension in the liquid, had
It is possible that

come too slow to accomplish this purpose.

the chains and clumps of cells were becoming larger due to the

accumulation of capsxilar material would serve the purpose of
cementing the cells together.

In either case, a certain amount

the
of cellular material was observed to have settled out of

medium and to have collected at the bottom of the growth vessel.
The case in question was probably due to

a.

combin^^tion of both

the foaming and the settling out of some of the clumps of cells.

These explanations are far more probable than that the total

number of cells per milliliter actually did change as greatly
and as rapidly as would be indicated by the graph presented.

These two experiments, support the basic hypothesis of
this study, nctmely that sporulation will occur in this apparatus and that its use is valid for the study of the reactions

and occurrences preceding the formation of the visible spores.
It was acceptible to believe that the formation of spores, if

"triggered" and carried forward, would be completed and visibly

detectable in the apparatus in use.
Plate XIII presents a graph that contains some very per-

tinent material.

Although the curve is far from smooth or near

the theoretical curve to be hoped for, it does h^ve several im-

portant features.

The initial irregular nature of the curve is

probably explained by clumping and inefficient mixing of the
culture in the growth vessel.

There is, however, a general

plateau at about 10^ cells per milliliter which represents the
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steady state level being maintained.

This level is apparent

through the 33th hour.
On taking the 50 hour sample, it was noted that the capil-

lary tube had become blocked by portions of a flocculent preci-

pitate which had formed in the medium because of the association
into complexes of some of the mineral elements.

Such a colloi-

dal type of precipitate was always observed in the mediiun but

seldom caused any difficulty.

The plugging of the ccipillary

caused a stoppage of the flow of nutrients into the growth vessel.

The culture was, therefore, essentially a batch culture for

a period of as long as twelve hours.

This period of closed cul-

turing is exactly comparable to portions of the last two experiments described.

It is assumed th^t the cells had approximate-

ly ten hours in which to proceed with the formation of their

spores without being washed from the growth vessel as would nor-

mally have occurred within that time.
The capillary tubing was carefully freed of the particles

which had blocked its orifice.

during this process.

The apparatus was not opened

This reinitiation of the inflow of the

fresh nutrient medium from the reservoir broke off the period
of batch culturing.

The numbers of cells in subsequent samp-

lings declined swiftly as would be predicted from the washing

out of cells which were no longer dividing in a logarithmic
fashion,

vvhen

the cells began formation of spores, the meta-

bolism of the cell was completely switched over to the formation
of the spore compounds and completely av;ay from the synthesis of
celliilar components, according to Foster (1956).

This absolute
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switch explains why the spores are formed at the previously

mentioned "point of iaflection between the logarithmic and stationary phases of the growth curve."

It also explains why the

growth curve of sporulating organises levels off into a plateau
consistant with the stationary phase and shows no decline phase
as long as the spores do not regerminate.

The change-over of

the entire metabolism of the cell explains quite well the de-

cline in numbers.

The cells being "committed" to the forra.*tion

of spores, are no longer capable of division because of the
lack of synthetic mechanisms involved in vegetative growth.

The

absence of division in a culture, part of which was being washed
from the growth vessel by the constant inflow of fresh medium
caused a steady decrease in numbers.
The sample taken at 51 hours showed the presence of forespores and sporangia among the cells present.

After 52 hours,

some free spores were observed along with large numbers of
sporangia.

At this time adjustments in the height of the

growth vessel relative to

th.^t

of the reservoir were made in

an effort to allow entry of enough fresh medium to remove waste

products and broken portions of sporul^ited cells, which might
include substances inhibitory to vegetative growth.

After a

period of time of about four hours, the height was again adjusted
80 that the spores and sporangia would not be completely washed

from the grov^th vessel before regerminution could occur.

As

indicated on the ciirve spores were present from 52 to 6d hours.
At the time of the 69 hour sampling, the first appearance of

new vegetative cells was noted as occurring.

This fact indicated
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that the spores were beginning to germinate and the population
to return completely to the vegetative state.

More and more

vegetative cells, in proportion to spores, were foiind until 72
hours, at which time very few spores were found and 73 hours
at which time no spores at all were observed in the sample taken.
It will be noted on the graph that the numbers of cells in

the population still continued to drop until the 78 hour sampling.

This is due to the fact that the new cells were still in

the lag phase which is always present iminediately after the
gerrainative process.

After a short period during which the cells

were in lag and therefore not reproducing as quickly as they
were being washed from the growth vessel, the numbers began

again to rise.
in the numbers.

The graph shows a typical logarithmic increase

The population increased over a period of time,

finally levelling off at a density of about three times 10? cells

per milliliter.

This level is considerably lower than the steady

state level maintained previous to the sporulation sequence.

The reason for this is that the height of the pressure head had

been varied during the above mentioned psriod of time.

The growth

vessel was at this time farther from the reservoir than previously, thereby allowing a greater washout rate and a decrease in
the equilibrium level of the population.

This experiment is important in corroborating both the fact
that the vegetative cells will form spores in the chemostat and
also the fact that the spores will germinate in the synthetic

sucrose medium contained in the growth vessel of the chemostat

and be converted into a steady state vegetative

cviltxire.

Similar
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results had been obtained when a spore inoculum was used.

In

that case the chemostat was inoculated with a milliliter of

a.

spore suspension and followed by the usual methods of sampling
and enumeration.

It was found that the spores would germinate

and that after outgrowth, the vegetative cells would establish
a steady state culture.

This latter fact could be used in

future studies of germinative processes and their environmental
dependence.
An experiment was run to determine the oxygen uptake of the

cells in the ste^^dy state population in the chemostat growth
vessel.

The determination was made using standard techniques

with Warburg manometers and water bath.

All materials, with

the exception of the cells, needed for the .Marburg determination
were prepared and measured into the flasks.

A

sample of the

steady state population was removed from the growth vessel using
a sterile pipette.

Manometers one through five received respec-

tively 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 milliliters of the culture

medium and its included cells exactly as taken from the growth
vessel.

The volumes in the warburg flasks were made up to 3.2

milliliters with buffer solution of the same composition and pH
as that which is a component of the synthetic sucrose mediiom.

The flasks were fitted to the manometers and readings were begun

after a fifteen minute equilibration period.

The Warburg

water bath was maintained at 30OC, plus or minus one degree,
the same temperature as that used in the incubator containing
the chemostat.

ditions.

This was done for the sake of continuity of con-

All transfers of cells were made as quickly as possible
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in order to produce as little shock to the culture as possible.
It was hoped that this expedient would subvert the return of the

cells to the lag phase of growth.

Enumeration of the remainder

of the sample from the chemostat showed that the sample removed

contained approximately 10^ cells per milliliter.
The effect of placing a sample of the continuously growing

culoure into the Warburg flasks was that of converting the cells
to the conditions of a batch culture.

The results would there-

fore be expected to parallel those of Plates XI and XII.

The

cells would be expected to grow logarithmically and to start to

show visible signs of sporulation at the period of entering the

stationary phase of the growth curve.

A plot of the total cum-

mulative oxygen uptake during this period of time against the
total elapsed time of measurement would be expected to give a

similar S-shaped curve.

Plate XIV presents the data from this experiment.

The

total oxygen taken up by the cells is plotted against the total
time elapsed in hours.

The family of curves resulting are num-

bered from the bottom to the top in order to coincide with the
above mentioned amounts of sample culture added to the Warburg
flask.

We can see that the increasing size of sample, from bottom

to top, each with its larger number of cells has an increased rate
of oxygen uptake.

This result is only to be expected.

Numbers

four and five will be the only two flasks discussed in detail.
It can be seen that number four levels off fairly rapidly after

an initial increase over the base level which is maintained al-

most unchanged by the other three flasks.

Number five continues
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to increase quite a bit more rapidly and increases in rate, as

determined from

the

slope of the curve.

It can be seen from this

plate that respiration in flask number five had levelled off

after about six hours and was almost entirely horizontal after
nine hours.

This graph would indicate that the cells, after a

short lag phase during which oxygen uptake increased only slowly,

went into a logarithmic phase during v;hich the total respiration
was increased by the increasing numbers of cells in the populaThereafter, the cell population had produced an environ-

tion.

mental condition that caused it to enter a stationary growth
phase.

This fact is well depicted by the shape of the oxygen

uptake curve.

The oxygen uptake per unit time became almost

nothing at this period, indicating that the cells were either
dead or in a resting type of situation.

The curve is indeed a

close parallel of the growth curve presented in Plate XI,
It might have been expected that the cells .vould have

started to form spores at about this stage of growth.
v/ould

This fact

be predicted from the parallelism to the curve of growth

in Plate XI as

v^-ell

as the decline in oxygen uptake.

The de-

cline in uptake would indicate that the cells were rearranging

their metabolism and synthesizing constituents necessary in the
process of forming a spore.

It would be assumed th.t this pro-

cess required little respiratory energy.

Unfortunately no

visible evidence of free spores, sporangia, nor forespores was
detected in any of several samplings made from the .Varburg flasks

over a period of time.

The flasks were maintained and kept

shaking for aeration for 32 hours and sampled regularly, but no

6d

spores were detected.

It is possible thctt some undetected

factor In the environment of the culture in the ./arburg flask

precluded the formation of spores.
The cells of the chenostat culture, at least in higher con-

centrations, did behave as would have been predicted from pre-

vious knowledge and comparison

shown in Plate XI.

A

-vith

the results of the experiment

careful study of the re-^son for the non-

sporulation of tne cultures in the »varburg flasks might allow a
repeat experiment to be successful in the production of spores

from cells of Bacillus megaterium under the conditions reported
for this experiment.

It might also oe inform-xtive to try a

similar experiment using a larger sample of cells from the chem«
ostat and determine if they would sporiilate.

Another interesting

possibility /.ould be the uddition of additional fresh nutrient
medium, or of additional sucrose alone to the sample of cells

when it is added to the .^arburg flask.

It is probable that such

an addition would prolong the duration of the increase in res-

piration and delay the beginning of the stationary phase.

The

final production of spores might also be stimulated and a better

result obtained than that presented in this experiment,

DISCUSSION

The basic question under study was the presence or absence
of a mechanism to "trigger" the sporulation of the vegetative
cells of Bacillus meKr,terium .

Several methods have previously

been used to approach this and similar problems.
been mentioned in the Review of Literature.

These have
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In the study, here being reported, the approach was some-

what different from those previously used.

It was hoped that

by maintaining a culture of the vegetative cells growing in a

steady state conditioirJat a point just previous to the forma-

tion of the first visible signs of sporulation and varying some
of the conditions, applicable information might be obtained.
The^

hypothesis

v/as

that a variation in the conditions which

affected the "triggering" would either prolong or shorten the
time necessary for the first appearance of the spores.

A leng-

thening of this time would probably not be discovered by the

method under study, but a shortening should

h..ve

caused the

appearance of spores, sporangia, or at least I'orespores in the

vegetative cells of the culture.
Samples were regularly taken, observed, and enumerated as
outlined above in order to determine the steady state, if present,
and the possible presence of the sporangia or spores.

It has

been pointed out in the section of this paper which is concerned

with results, that forespores, sporangia, and free spores were
observed to be formed in the growth vessel on several occasions.
In none of these cases, however, did the appearance of these forms

occur during the uninterrupted steady state growth of the cells.
The only appearances observed were after a shorter or longer

period of cessation of the flow of fresh nutrient medium into

the growth vessel.

The resulting type of growth was therefore

at least partially that of a batch culture.

There are numerous possibilities for variation in the course
of searching for a "triggering "mechanism,

.vith

the medium in
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use in this study, it would be possible to v^ry the concentrations of the various constituents.

This method was actually made

use of in several of the experiments reported in the previous
section.

The sucrose concentration was varied in an attempt to

ascertain whether the carbon source and in particular its relative concentration would have a marked effect on the sporulation

process of a steady state culture,

^s noted, the cippear^nce of

spores was not detected when the concentration of sucrose was
reduced by one half.

Neither a further reduction in concentra-

tion nor an increase in concentration were found to be feasible.
It would also have been possible to vary the concentrations

of the nitrogen source, or various of the mineral salts which

were present in the complete medium.

Although time did not per-

mit the pursuance of these possible courses, further studies

employing these parameters and the chemostat apparatus would be
of definite interest and possibly of great value,
A

further possible variation in the medium v.ould include the

addition of other compounds not norm^illy present in the medium.
Such additions could be of value in studying both the stimula-

tion and the inhibition of the sporulation process.

Thus the

addition of certain fatty acids (Hardwick and Foster 1952)
(Hardwick, et al, 1951) and related compounds might be expected

to preclude the formation and maturation of spores in the cells,
as is the case in certain organic media studied (Foster, et al.,

1950).

One would, however, expect the above cells to maintain

a steady state situation of vegetative cells.

Other additions

might be used to attempt to stimulate sporulation.

Such additions
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might include fvirther mineral elements such as copper, cobalt
and silicon (Kolodziej and Slepecky unpublished results),
A

complete changing of the carbon source or nitrogen source

might also be attempted.

Such a change might involve the switch

from sucrose to a mixture of glucose and acetate.

The changa

might cause an increased speed of appearance of the spores.

The

nitrogen source could similarly be changed to a more complex
type.

A

combination of both of the above elements might be

attempted by the substitution of some of the smellier amino acids
as both carbon and nitrogen sources.

Among the possible candi-

dates for such a procedure would be glutamic
alanine, and glycine.

cind

aspartic acids,

Kany possibilities are obviously open for

further studies along this line.
The early portions of the study under consideration boiled

dovm to a perfection of the methods and procedures involved in
the use of the apparatus itself.

Among the factors involved in

this portion of the study were the methods of preparation of the

medium and its combination in the reservoir bottle with the
least possible chance of contamination.

The final system set-

tled upon was to autoclave all but the phosphate buffer directly
in the reservoir bottle.

The separately sterilized buffer was

then added, while all of the ingredients were still hot.

The

center tube and ground glass attachments of the mariotte bottle
were inserted and seated firmly in pl^ce immediately.

All of

these operations were carried out as rapidly as possible and

without any undue movements of the apparatus or disturbances of
the air.

•
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A further possible source of contamination was

from the

stream of air which was constantly circulated through the

growth chamber.

It

v.'as

necessary to prevent the entry of any

organisms with the incoming air.
was fairly easily accomplished.

The solution of this problem

The air from the aquarium

pump was bubbled through a 1:1000 mercuric chloride solution.
The bubbles were kept small by the use of e sintered glass

bubbling tube.

The air

v.'as

subsequently passed into the growth

vessel through a tube plugged with pyrex glass wool as a further

safeguard
The formation of a colloidal precipitate, principally of
iron salts, led to a further modification.

It was necessary to

place a loose plug of pyrex glass wool in the end of the delivery tube of the mariotte bottle.

With this plug in place, the

problem of the blocking of the capillary tube was circumvented.
After institution of this procedure, there were no cases of
the interruption of the flow of fresh medium due to the blocking

of the capillary tube aperture.
A

further consideration of the non-observance of spore

formation in the logarithmically growing, steady state periods
of growth is in order here.

The chemostat growth vessel holds

approximately twenty-two milliliters of culture medium.

This

amount is reduced to about twenty milliliters when aeration is

under way.

During steady state growth then, there is twenty

milliliters of culture medixim containing the growing cells.
The rate of addition of fresh mediuun used to maintain the cells
in the steady state and a population density of about two times
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10° cells per milliliter was approximately ten milliliters per

hour*

There was a sini'wiltaneous overflow of an equal amount of

the culture from the siphon overflow.

The growth vessel, there-

fore, had one half of its total contents replaced every hour.
It can be readily seen statistically that one half of the cells

of the population are removed every hour also.

In the first

hour, one half of the original population is washed from the

growth vessel.

During the second hour, one half of the re-

maining members, or one fourth of the original popul-.tion will
be washed from the growth vessel.

These cells will also be

replaced by an equal number of cells, formed by division from
the other cells.

These latter cells, however, play no signifi-

cant role in the discussion xmder way.

In the third hour, one

half of the remaining members of the original starting population will again be washed from the growth vessel.

It is easily

seen that the number of members of the original population left
in the growth vessel after a given number of hours is il)^

where n a the number of hours since the beginning of observation.

This factor is important in a consideration of the appear-

ance of free spores in the growth vessel.

Study of Plates XI and XII will show th.t the length of

time from the cessation of medium inflow to the appearance of
the first forespores varied from nine to twenty-two hours de-

pending on the level of the steady state population.

By sub-

stituting these figures in the formula derived above, it will be
seen that in the first case one cell in $12 would be from the

original population.

Since at most 400 cells were counted in
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each sampling, the possibilities of seeing one of the members
of the original population

iind

that the cell observed was one

of the few which had formed a spore in this minimum time period,

would be very slight.

In the second case Jientioned ^bove, the

odds are even more definitely opposed to the observ^^tion of a
spore.

In this case, one cell in 4,194,304 v;ould be u member

of the original populdtion.

Since the population at the be-

ginning time of the calculation was approxiai^tely 30,000,000,
only slightly more than seven cells of the original population

would remain per milliliter of culture medium or a total of
140 cells in the entire growth vessel.

It is obvious that the

possibility of finding one of these cells within the one

fiftieth of a milliliter used in the Petroff-Hausser Counting
Chamber is too small to be considered.

This calculi^tion shows

the reason that spores were never detected in the growing popxilations in the growth vessel,
I should point out that the first case discussed, that in

which nine hours were required for the appearance of spores
was that which started at the most often used populcition density^

Thus this case is the one most closely resemblinti most of the

material presented here.

Since evidence for a "triggering"

mechanism was being sought, it was assumed that the providing of
more nearly optimum conditions for spore formation, a "triggering",
would cause a shortened time to elapse before the appearance of
spores.

If this time were shortened, the number of cells of the

original population remaining would increase to an amount which
would have definite possibilities of observation.

For example,
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if the time were shortened by only two hours, one in every 128

rather than one in every 512 v/ould be from the original popuThis change would greatly increase the probabilities

lation.

of observing one of the cells and that the cell in question

would be one which contained a visibly detectable stage of sporulation.

It seems, therefore, that the methods in use in this

study were applicable to the problem and might have been ex-

pected to give results under these conditions.
It has been noted in several places in this paper that the

cells had a tendency to form long chains and for these chains to

become quite intertwined.

The fact that these agglomerations of

cells were formed did not cause the loss of the steady state con-

dition of the population.
grovv'th

In all cctses in which this type of

occurred, the cell enumeration was made by counting each

cell, not the groups of cells.

ber of cells was still obtained.

In this manner, the total num-

The fact that the numbers

were not affected should be explained.

Theoretically and

actually, one half of the cells present in the culture will be

washed from the growth vessel during the amount of time necessary' for all of the

cells to divide once, one generation time.

The question of which cell is washed out at
pxirely a statistical one.

l\l\atever cell is

^.ny

given time is

present at the point

of exit into the overflow siphon will be the cell which is

washed out.

The large agglomerations of cells are as likely to

be washed from the growth vessel as are single cells.

that the cells are in these convoluted chains rather

persed singly means only that it requires less of the

The
thi^n

f=tct

dis-
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agglomerations than of single cell units present to account for
the same total number of cells.

The fact that there are fewer

of these units and that they are more spacially separated leads

to the conclusion that fewer of the units are washed from the

growth vessel per unit of time.

Since each agglomer>.<tion con-

tains a large number of cells, hov;ever, not as many need be

washed out in order to maintain a constant number of cells in
the population.

This description explains why the number of

cells remained constant, in the steady state, while the cells

became joined into large agglomerated groups.
The above mentioned phenomenon of clumping of chains of

cells is a common characteristic of Bacillus meg:>^terium /hen
it is grovm in sucrose as a carbon and energy soxirce.

It

would have been possible to circumvent this situation by sub-

stituting some other carbon source such as glucose.

Such a

substitution would, however, have raised other problems,
Among these problems are:

lack of such lioxurient

gro-.'th,

lack

of equally rapid growth, need for such an addition as acetate,
end lack of as large an amount of material in the literature

which was applicable.

The fact that the clumping h^d little or

no effect on the steady state nature of the growth aes a de-

ciding factor in the choice.
It has been noted that 0,2% concentrations of sucrose

were not used because they were not limiting in the system.
It would probably have been possible to use this concentration

if the length of the pressure head from the reservoir to the

capillary tubing had been increased sufficiently.

This increase
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would have been one to several feet.

It would have been nec-

essary to construct some special shelvinf^ to support the reservoir.

Such an increase in pressure head would

h..ve

resulted

in a greatly increased rate of flow of nutrient medium into the
grovv'th

vessel, thereby, causing the sucrose to again become

limiting in concentration.

It is also possible that the other

components of the synthetic sucrose medium would then h^ve

been inadequate for the growth and aporulation of the cells
at the increased flow and v;ashout rates.

Since the balance is

so delicate, it was decided not to attempt the use of this

particular concentration of sucrose at all.
0.0?5^?b

The use of the

sucrose concentration was ruled out because of its

failure to support sufficient growth, as reported above.
It might be pointed out in conclusion th.t many other types

of experiments could be attempted along the lines presented here.
Thfire are

many possible variations on this theme including any

number of possible variations in composition of the grovrth medium.

/Iso amenable to variation, are such factors as the pH,

temperature, end aeration,

/dl in all it seems that this is a

fruitful line of research for problems of this sort,

SUMMARY
A procedure was vrorked out so that Bacillus meKaterium

could be grown in steady state culture in the chemostat.
The assumption of this steady state condition was shown by

graphic representations of the data obtained.

The fact that the

number of cells was maintained constant, a continuous outflow of

7d

the cells being just balanced by a multiplication of the remaining members of the population, proved a ste^^dy state of growth.

It

v/as

shown that cells of Bacillus meo^terium could be

prevented from sporulatin^ for at least 100 hours.

It is

probably true that this non-sporulation could be extended for
as long as desired if the cultural conditions were maintained

correctly and if contamination could be avoided.

Various methods of controlling the population density of
the steady state culture were outlined and discussed.
The formation and germination of spores of Bacillus megaterixmi in the cheraoi3tat growth vessel was shown,

occurred after conversion of the

batch culture.

grov.-th

Sporulrtion

vessel's contents to a

Gemination was best shown by the use of

a

spore inoculum which was converted to a steady state vegetative
culture.

Cummulative oxygen uptake of the steady state cells was
shown to increase logarithmically and then to level off after

ten hours.

Further studies with this organism and apparatus were
suggested.
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ABSTRACT
The main principles under study were that of growth and

sporulation of the organism Bacillus megaterium in a steady
state culture.

state nature.

The grc^th was shown to assume a true steady
This quality of the growth in the chemostat was

shown to coincide with the theoretical predictions of the type
of growth to be expected in the apparatus.

The results were

also shown to be analogous to the results obtained by other
workers.

Thus it was shown that Bacillus megaterium m^y be

grown in the chemostat successfully and that it will assume the
steady state.
That the vegetative cells of the organism will in truth

form spores in the apparatus was also beyond doubt.

Several

instances of the formation of spores in the growth chamber of
the apparatus were outlined.

It might be mentioned parentheti-

cally that the spores of the organism were also shown to germinate, grow out, and establish a steady state growth in the

apparatus.
A

demonstration of various methods of controlling the level

of grov^th v/as made.

It was pointed out and demonstrated by

graphic representations of experimental data that the number
of organisms per milliliter of growth medium may be controlled

by a change in the pressure head in the reservoir and feed system, by the length of the capillary interposed in the tubing

conducting mediiom from the reservoir to the growth vessel, or
by the regulation of the concentration of the limiting growth

factor of the medium in the reservoir.

Such regulation has at

least partially been treated mathematically.

Reference has also

been made to similar treatment of experimentail data in the
literature.

Another interesting point shown throughout this study is
that a culture of Bacillus megaterium may be maintained growing

without sporulating.

Although the mediiun was sufficient in all

respects to support the formation of spores by the vegetative
cells of the culture, the actual form.ition could be precluded.
The method of keeping the cells growing logarithmically and

with a rather rapid overflow rate caused the culture to remain
in the vegetative stage.

Never was a spore, a sporangium, nor

even a forespore observed during a period of steady state growth.
The results of an experiment designed to study the oxygen

uptake of a sample of cells from the steady state culture h^ve

been presented.

In this section, it was shown that the cells

grow as a batch culture in the ivarburg flask with a logarithmic
increase in the uptake of oxygen due to the increasing numbers
of cells in the population,

A

stationary phase is later reached

in which the cell respiration falls to almost nothing.

It is

suggested that this may be a period of reorganization of the

cellular constituents requiring little respiratory energy, depending on stored compounds, and involved in the sporulation
process.

The overall results of the experiments and results reported

here seem to indicate that the method reported is indeed fruitful
and should be followed up.

It is believed that the results

obtained do have a bearing on the sporulation process in
Bacillus mcgaterium and that they dovetail quite nicely with

the material in the literature concerning this pctrticular
problem.

